
By Barrett Tillman
It’s all about language.
The Bolsheviks reportedly said, “Words are

more dangerous than bullets, so why would we
not control words?”

The anti-Constitutionalists – the enemies of
freedom – know a vital lesson. If you can frame
the debate by shaping the language, you’ll prob-
ably win.

Hence, the gun banners invented the “assault
weapon” label for any semi-auto firearm,
because the phrase frightens the
ignorant. “Assault” is a behav-
ior, not an object. Besides,
the only “assault weapons”
in the military arsenal are
rocket launchers such as
the SMAW. 

Hence, “cop-killer
bullet” to vilify almost
any ammunition.

Hence, “legitimate
sporting use” a
phrase that appears
in no founding doc-
ument.

Hence, “gun-free zone” rather
than a predator playground where
criminals can do as they wish.

Hence, “anti-gun” which
resonates if you hate firearms,
rather than “anti-freedom”
which more accurately
states the case.

Our enemies kick
our butts with turns
of phrase. Time to
learn the lesson
ourselves.

Alan Korwin of
Bloomfield Press
and gunlaws.com
has a case in
point. Recently
he suggested
that we in The
Gun Culture modify
our self image (and therefore our public
image) by dropping the generic labels of “shoot-
ers” and especially “gun nuts.”

“Death to ‘gun nuts,’” Alan proclaimed, asking
readers for suggestions. He received hundreds of
replies, many appearing at gunlaws.com.

In part we brought the “assault weapon” thing
upon ourselves. Beginning in the 1970s, when
AR-15s, HK-91s and such became increasingly
popular, gunzines were full of articles and ads

featuring “assault rifles.” One publication even
said, “Assault rifles are sexy.” A few cognoscenti
recognized the definitional distinction between a
battle rifle (semi-auto firing a full-size cartridge)
and a select fire with a reduced cartridge, as per
the StG-44. But it was easier – and sexier – to
hang the AR label on any military-style rifle. And
it was a bad choice, because it handed the ene-
mies of freedom a verbal weapon. The opposition
took note. In fact, there was precedence: my

hometown library has a book about ducks,
circa 1910, that refers to repeating

shotguns as “machineguns.”
That’s right: intentional
firearms distortions stretch

back a century. 
So: what to do? Are we

“gunnies” or “gun nuts?”
The suggested

alternative: “Marks-
men.” I like it. A lot.

Actually, the name sug-
gested to Alan was
“marksperson,” which
has obvious drawbacks.
Aside from the PC

aspects, and
sounding just

plain silly,
there’s the
old matter
of mascu-
line gender

(proper use
of the word,
incidental-

ly) to
include

females. 
Con-

sider this:
women thes-
pians now

refer to them-
selves as “actors,” and

can you recall the last
time a lady aviator was

called an “aviatrix?” Me neither. For
that matter, there’s no linguistic difference
between a male and female fashion model. (But
dog-gone, Dillon’s Jennifer sure looks good in
red leather, don’t she?)

So instead of descending to the feminazis’
“his-and-hers” level, just say Marksman and let
it go at that. I’m a Marksman. You are reading
this as a Marksman, and most of your friends are
Marksmen. If they’re not, ask if they’d like to join
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